COPIES TO LANE, WECHT, WEISBERG-

Hello, Gents,

Yes, I'm still alive. I had to circulate the "news" that I died so as to provide anonymity for myself so that I could travel to somewhere to see some people pertaining to an important aspect of the JFK case you'll no doubt be hearing about in the near future, so it was worth it, OK?? OK!!

Just thought you might want to read from an undated, but very recent new newsletter that is making its rounds across the country:

best,

P.S. In reference to the 22-hour videotaped all-inclusive JFK total history of the JFK assassination (enclosed flyer) I've self-produced and are selling like hotcakes...(thanks to Stone's "JFK" movie, if either/or all of you 3 gents would like a complete set..FREE OF COURSE.. just write me and let me know, OK??.. OK!! T.G.

P.P.S. I've written to Senator Boren asking when they will release the JFK (Warren Commission & HSCA) files and got no answer in 3 months. Do any of you know when that's going to happen. Please inform me. Thanks.
TED GANDOLFO
Chairman: Assassination Information Committee
Guest expert on more than 240 radio & T.V. shows
Compiler of largest tape collection in the world
relating to JFK assassination...more than 5,000 hours
Author of "The House Select Committee on
Assassination Coverup"

TED GANDOLFO PRODUCES HISTORIC, ALL-INCLUSIVE, 22-HOUR VIDEOTAPED, COMPLETE
28+ YEAR HISTORY OF JFK ASSASSINATION: AVAILABLE TO YOU ALL AT VERY LOW COST.

AS THE ACKNOWLEDGED TAPE-MASTER OF THE JFK ASSASSINATION, I HAVE RECENTLY
SELF-PRODUCED THE ONLY COMPLETE, ALL-INCLUSIVE, HISTORIC, 28+ YEAR VIDEOTAPED
HISTORY OF THIS CASE, CONSISTING OF 8 SECTIONS THEY ARE: (1) - NOVEMBER
22 THROUGH 24, 1963. (2) - THE ACTUAL EYEWITNESSES TO THE ASSASSINATION TELL
WHAT THEY SAW AND HEARD. (3) - THE WARREN REPORT & ITS CRITICS. (4) - THE JIM
GARRISON INVESTIGATION. (5) - THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS
INVESTIGATION & ITS CRITICS. (6) - DAVID LIFTON'S & BOB GRODEN'S EVIDENCE OF
PHONY JFK AUTOPSY PHOTOS & X-RAYS. (7) - SEPTEMBER, 1990, THE RICKY WHITE
STORY. (8) - THE MEDIA'S ATTACKS AGAINST OLIVER STONE AND HIS "JFK" MOVIE.
I AM MAKING THIS NEVER-BEFORE COMPLETE, ALL-INCLUSIVE, TOTAL & HISTORIC
JFK ASSASSINATION 22-HOUR, VIDEOTAPED (COLOR) DOCUMENTARY AVAILABLE TO ALL
FOR THE VERY LOW COST OF ONLY $65.00 TOTAL!! PLEASE SEND CHECK/MONEY ORDER
PAYABLE TO MY WIFE, ANITA GANDOLFO, 857 GARFIELD STREET, FRANKLIN SQUARE, N.Y.,
11010. REMEMBER, TRUTH IS POWER!! YOU'LL TREASURE THESE VIDEOTAPES FOREVER!
April 20, 1993

Dear Mr. Rowell,

I have today received a portion of your (undated) "The Investigator" newsletter which includes a 4-page article entitled, "THE GARRISON-GANDOLFO 'SMOKE & MIRROR SHOW' ". Since this article represents a rather obvious attack on Jim Garrison who is now dead and cannot answer, and myself, who can, I think that in the interest of fairness that this, my rebuttal to your article (above) be published in your next newsletter. To wit:

TITLE:

AN OPEN LETTER, AND REBUTTAL, TO G.J. ROWELL'S ARTICLE RE GARRISON & GANDOLFO.

4/20/93

By Ted Gandolfo

Dear Mr. Rowell, Editor: "THE INVESTIGATOR:"

Upon recently reading your article entitled, "THE GARRISON-GANDOLFO 'SMOKE & MIRROR SHOW'," I discovered several inaccuracies in it which I am compelled to rebut, since these inaccuracies have the effect of contradicting us (G&G), as well as putting into question our veracity. A point-by-point rebuttal follows.

1) - On the first page of your article you state, "Mr. Garrison has opened yet another, 'Smoke & Mirror Magic Illusions Show' - with Mr. Ted Gandolfo to shill for him". Well, if assisting a man who conducted the ONLY TRUTHFUL INVESTIGATION pertaining to the JFK assassination is being, in your terminology, a "shill", I'll simply take it from where it comes and easily/proudly rest on my laurels!

2) - While you quoted excerpts of my February 11, 1977 conversation with Garrison correctly, you failed to interpret this ONE crucially important thing that Garrison said, i.e. that, not that he, Garrison, had the tapes of the confession by one of the participants to the JFK murder, but, in fact, Garrison actually said that "THEY" (THE HSCA investigators, (Clifford Fenton & his 5-man team of investigators) had the confessional tapes! All of the taped & printed evidence accrued by Fenton & his team PROVING a CIA conspiracy to kill JFK was given, directly, to Robert Blakey who thereupon, and immediately, SUPPRESSED it, classifying the Fenton Report as "CLASSIFIED. TOP-SECRET" for FIFTY YEARS!!

3) - You stated that, "I have waited for approximately nine years for evidence to surface from either Mr. Garrison or Mr. Gandolfo to prove any of their claims." Question: Since, as mentioned above, this material has been SUPPRESSED IN THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES FOR 50 YEARS, and are inaccessible to ANYONE (outside the Federal government/agencies), how can you blame us for our inability to "prove any of their (G&G) claims"???

4) - You quote me as saying, "Yes, I heard the plotters tapes with Garrison." Your quoting me as saying that is completely erroneous and totally UNTRUE!! I HAVE NEVER, EVER SAID THAT TO ANYONE, EITHER ON RADIO OR TV SHOWS I'VE APPEARED ON, NOR IN ANY OF MY LECTURES I'VE GIVEN. IN SHORT, NOWHERE, NEVER!!
5) On the very next page of "The Investigator" following your article re Garrison & Gandolfo, (at the very top of the page #7,) you state that, in short, "Researcher Gus Russo".."has informed me that the Fenton confession tape does exist and is locked up in HSCA files in the National Archives." He told me that he has listened to the tape and the person giving the alleged confession is Thomas Beckham." My immediate response to that is that you've really got to be kidding!!! You and/or Mr. Russo!! Didn't you & Mr. Russo know that NOBODY has access to material which is "CLASSIFIED-TOP SECRET" (for 50 years, no less!!) When I'll believe THAT (Russo's/your) story, I'll believe any LIE from anybody. I would greatly appreciate your contacting Mr. Russo and telling him to write to me.

As mentioned, I think it only fair if you would publish this, my rebuttal in hopefully your next newsletter. Thanking you in advance, I remain, sincerely yours,

P.S. In looking through my files I located a letter you sent to me in June, 1988, Mr. Rowell in which you ask to purchase some of my tapes. In the letter you profess to be a private detective of sorts. In my opinion, based on your conduct, you are a detective like I'm the king of Siam. I see that you have progressed far, indeed! Now let's see if you have the guts, or class, to publish this, my rebuttal to your published nonsense re Garrison and I. Yours in waiting, T.G.
TED GANDOLFO'S VIDEO TAPES & AUDIOS FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES ARE LISTED BELOW. PLEASE MAKE CHECK/MO TO: ANITA GANDOLFO 57 GARFIELD STREET-FRANKLIN SQUARE, N.Y.--11010. (GREAT TAPES INDEED)


B)--"THE TRIAL OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD".. 5 HOURS--$30--FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, ACTUAL WITNESSES, ETC., ARE QUESTIONED AND CROSS-EXAMINED IN AN ACTUAL TRIAL ROOM COURT BY PROSECUTOR, VINCENT BUOGLIO & DEFENSE ATTORNEY JERRY SPENCE. EXCELLENT EVIDENCE PRO & CON. OSWALD: TESTIMONIES BY RUTH PAIN, DR. CYRIL WECHT, ETC. PRICE $35. EXCELLENT. (IN COLOR)

VIDEO TAPES: (BLACK & WHITE) I. TED GANDOLFO PRODUCED AND HOSTED MY OWN MANHATTAN CABLE TV. HOURLY/ WEEKLY SHOWS ENTITLED, "ASSASSINATION U.S.A." EVERYONE WHO HAS ALREADY ORDERED AND SEEN THESE TV SHOWS HAS SAID THEY ARE THE VERY BEST EVER DONE ON THE JFK ASSASSINATION. OUTSTANDING EXPERTS AND CRITICS OF THE WARREN REPORT, AND SUBSEQUENTLY THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS REPORT ARE GUESTS ON THESE GREAT SHOWS. SUPPLYING, AS I ALSO DID, MUCH SUPPRESSED, CRUCIALLY IMPORTANT INFORMATION WHICH THE C.I.A. CONTROLLED NEWS MEDIA HAVE REFUSED AND FAILED TO DIVULGE TO OUR CITIZENSHIP FOR ALL THESE YEARS. I AM MAKING THESE 7, IN ALL, HOURLY/ WEEKLY VIDEO TAPED (7 HOURS TV SHOWS AVAILABLE TO YOU AT THE VERY INEXPENSIVE COST OF ONLY $45 TOTAL COST. I CAN ASSURE YOU OF TRULY UNKNOWN, CRUCIALLY IMPORTANT EVIDENCE AND INFORMATION RELATING THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY ON NOVEMBER 22, 1963, IN DALLAS! THE TAPES, DATES AND GUESTS ARE BELOW:

SHOW # 1- SEPT. 30, 1977-- THE ZAPRODER FILM OF THE JFK ASSASSINATION IS SHOWN SEVERAL TIMES. I ADDITION TO MY REVELATIONS THROUGHOUT THIS SHOW.

SHOW # 5- OCT. 28, 1977-- RICHARD E. SPRAGUE IS GUEST.
SHOW # 8- NOV. 11, 1977-- TED GANDOLFO DEBATES THE WARREN REPORT WITH MICHAEL KIDWELL
SHOW # 9- NOV. 18, 1977-- MARK LANE GUESTS.
SHOW # 10- NOV. 19, 1977-- MARK LANE & CYRIL H. WECHT ARE GUESTS.
SHOW # 11- NOV. 26, 1977-- ANOTHER DIFFERENT SHOW WITH LANE AND WECHT AS GUESTS.
SHOW # 12- DEC. 12, 1977-- RICHARD A. SPRAGUE AND RICHARD E. SPRAGUE ARE GUESTS.

AUDIOS: GANDOLFO'S 24-HOUR DOCUMENTARY ENTITLED, "THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS COVERUP" A MOST BRILLIANT DOC. WHICH ONLY MY LATE HUSBAND COULD MAKE SINCE HE WAS THE ONLY ONE WITH ALL THE TAPES. THIS DOCUMENTARY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 24-HOURS FROM MORE THAN 150 HOURS OF TED'S CONVERSATIONS WITH HSCA MEMBERS, STAFF, RESEARCHERS, INVESTIGATORS, BOTH CHIEF-COUNSELS, ETC, DURING THEIR 2-YEAR INVESTIGATION: ALL 24-HOURS OF THIS BRILLIANT DOCUMENTARY COSTS ONLY $55. HISTORIC TAPES INDEED. Dynamite evidence which was, naturally suppressed by the House Committee. AND BY ROBERT BLAKEY (CHIEF-COUNSEL).


HOPING TO HEAR FROM YOU SOON,
THE INVESTIGATOR
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THE GARRISON - GANDOLFO "SMOKE & MIRROR" SHOW

By G. J. Rowell

Ever since that first electrifying news of Jim Garrison's Kennedy assassination probe flashed around the world, I had been a staunch advocate of support for the embattled District Attorney. While I did not always agree with his pronouncements or tactics, I felt that eventually his New Orleans based Kennedy investigation would shed valuable new light on the murder conspiracy. However, developments in the past several years have changed my position about Mr. Garrison.

I, for one, am still waiting for Mr. Garrison to reveal the evidence needed to convict the late Clay Shaw in an open court of law. I will grant though that the Shaw case was a difficult one to prosecute - given the restriction that the prosecutor was required to show genuine evidence.

The point is moot now however, as the Shaw trial is ancient history. Mr. Garrison has moved on to a Judgeship and a new storm of controversy. For it appears that Mr. Garrison has opened yet another "Smoke & Mirror Magic Illusions Show" - with Mr. Ted Gandolfo to shill for him. The Garrison - Gandolfo duo have proclaimed that there exists tape recorded proof of conspiracy - yet, they have failed to provide one shred of actual evidence! Who says you can't go back to the good ol' days?

In what seems like a bad case of Déjà vu, I am reminded of a "Herblock" cartoon at the front of the Rosemary James and James Wardlaw book, Plot Or Politics? The Garrison Case & Its Cast. The cartoon, which is entitled "New Orleans Strip Joint" depicts the Jolly Green Giant, Jim Garrison, dressed in underclothes, shoes and socks doing a fan dance under signs that declare: "Sensational Disclosures Too Sensational To Disclose!" and "Startling Revelations That Can Not Be Revealed!"

Yes, indeed, tape recorded proof of conspiracy too sensational to disclose and too startling to reveal!

But, let me start at the beginning of my interest in this particular aspect of the JFK assassination. Years ago, I had acquired a tape of Mr. Gandolfo's Assassination U.S.A. radio show that featured a conversation with Mr. Garrison about a taped confession from one of the JFK plotter's. Since I had never seen anything in print about this taped confession, I wrote the following for the November 22, 1981 issue of Penn Jones' The Continuing Inquiry newsletter:

"The source of information about the confession comes by way of New Orleans and the former District Attorney Jim Garrison. This
important taped confession and the possibility of a cover-up in the New Orleans end of the JFK investigation were the topics of discussion between Garrison and broadcaster/critic Ted Gandolfo in a February 1978 telephone conversation about Blakey. (Blakey, as you will recall, was appointed to the Chief Counsel slot of the HSCA in June 1977 and by February 1978 his tactics were beginning to show through).

The following excerpts were taken from the conversation between Garrison and Gandolfo as they centered in on the solid progress made by the New Orleans Field Investigators and the lack of response by Blakey on the progress that they had made:

GARRISON: Please emphasize, because I'm well aware of the discreditation the national media has done, please emphasize that my inclination has been not to get into the act - that I don't seek publicity, that I'm leaning over backwards not to - but, I'm well aware of the developments here, because I've turned over so much material. We went far beyond the Shaw case, that was just an incident and we were right there - but, went far beyond that and the material I've turned over to these men - they've gone far beyond where we went. And I have been astonished as the months passed and silence comes from Washington.

GARRISON: They have meetings in which they're specifically discussing the assassination. With Shaw and Ferrie present. The details.

GANDOLFO: You're talking about the Perry Raymond Russo thing.

GARRISON: No - since then. They've gone beyond that. Into new areas we hadn't reached yet. We had the right people, but, we didn't have all their meetings.

GARRISON: They have a f--king confession from one of the guys participating in the meetings. As an accessory. On tape. Hours. Dates, places, trips to Dallas in preparation...it's corroborated by a thousand things that I've sent up.

GARRISON: Why haven't they taken a deposition from him in these months? They've left him available to be killed.

GANDOLFO: The person in the Banister office.

GARRISON: Yeh.

GANDOLFO: Yeh, I think I know who you mean. I think he may be...

GARRISON: Well, let's not guess over the phone because it may be monitored - but, the point is they just leave him available to be killed as the months pass and they don't take his deposition.

GARRISON: He not only attended meetings in which they planned the assassination in detail - they even sent him on a trip to Dallas
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just before the assassination - to give, uh, to, um, meet with one
of the other people involved and to give him, uh, maps and
photographs.

GARRISON: Well, at least if they kill him, they hurt themselves
because it's all on tape now. And, uh, they'll be hard put to
ignore what's on tape of a man that's been killed.

In light of the above conversation, and the fact that the
existence of the confession tape has never been publicly
acknowledged by the HSCA or Blakey, then it would appear as though
a person could reasonably draw one of the following conclusions:

A. That the confession tape does not exist and that former New
Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison is lying. (I personally
do not believe that Mr. Garrison is lying).

B. That the confession tape does exist and that a thorough HSCA
investigation of the matter has led to the conclusion that there
is no truth to the confession. (If this is true, then the public
should have the right to question Mr. Cliff Fenton (the Chief New
Orleans Investigator) and the other members of the New Orleans
Field Investigating team in regards to their findings in this
matter. The public should also have the right to have access to
the official investigative reports that were filed so they can
judge for themselves what the truth is in this matter).

C. That the confession tape does exist and that it has been
suppressed by G. Robert Blakey. (One possible reason for the
suppression is that Blakey did not want to step on the toes of
anyone in this investigation - including the FBI and the CIA - and
that he agreed not to release anything for public scrutiny unless
he had the express blessing of the FBI and the CIA. (This is
documented in both the HSCA nondisclosure agreement and his The
Plot To Kill The President book). Hence, it is almost a certainty
that the CIA would never allow the release of any evidence that
would prove that their ex-employees, Clay Shaw and David Ferrie,
were part of a plot to murder the President of the United States).

A smug G. Robert Blakey has stated, "I'll rest on the histo-
rians' judgment 50 years from now when everything becomes avail-
able. I'll rest on the historical judgment that is made on us in
50 years."

I would suggest to Mr. Blakey that a wait of 50 years is really
not necessary - for I'm sure that a great number of people already
have his number!2

Since the article appeared in 1981, Mr. Garrison has been
silent on the matter, while Mr. Gandolfo has continued to beat the
drum of CIA conspiracy in Mr. Garrison's behalf. I have waited
for approximately nine years for evidence to surface from either
Mr. Garrison or Mr. Gandolfo to prove any of their claims. This
wait has been in vain - in spite of the fact, that Mr. Garrison
THE INVESTIGATOR has subsequently written an article for Freedom magazine entitled "The Murder Talents Of The CIA" and a hardcover book On The Trail Of The Assassins; while Mr. Gandolfo has written his self-published The House Select Committee On Assassinations COVERUP.

As I understand the situation as it exists at this time, there are supposedly at least two tapes in the possession of the HSCA. Both were allegedly in the custody of Clifford Fenton, who allegedly passed them on to G. Robert Blakey.

The first tape allegedly consists of a confession given by James Hicks during the ill-fated Shaw probe. According to Mr. Gandolfo: "Jim Hicks testified to a New Orleans Grand Jury that he was a signal operator to the assassins that day." He further stated that Jim Garrison gave the tape to the HSCA and he retained no copies.

The second tape or tapes allegedly are conversations of the actual plotters planning the Dealey Plaza assassination. Not much is known about their origin or how they came to be in Jim Garrison's possession. But, Ted Gandolfo claims: "Yes, I heard the plotters tapes with Garrison...No I DON'T have any copies. Blakey put them in the National Archives!"

In COVERUP Gandolfo has written: "...they [ Cliff Fenton's five man investigative team ] secured tape-recorded conversations in which the assassination of President Kennedy was being discussed by, among others, people whose voices were identified as being contract employees of the Central Intelligence Agency..."

Gandolfo stated, in November 1986, on the WPLP radio show from Florida that the voices on the tapes belonged to: "Clay Shaw, David Ferrie, William Seymour, Emilio Santana, Jack Lawrence, Fred Lee Chrisman, Jim Hicks, Jim Braden, etc." Aye, now here's the rub...according to Gandolfo, Jim Garrison gave the tapes to the Federal Government and did not retain any copies. Are we to believe that Jim Garrison had tapes that could provide undeniable proof of a conspiracy - and that he did not make any copies of these? Especially, since Mr. Garrison has expressed such disdain and distrust of the Federal Government for all of these years.

Are we also to believe that Ted Gandolfo listened to these tapes with Mr. Garrison - and made no effort to secure a copy of these to include in his vast collection of audio tapes? A collection that he claims contains over 5000 hours of assassination related material.

Perhaps a day will come when the actual tape recordings surface and prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that they really do exist, but until that day comes - the Garrison and Gandolfo claims will have to remain as just another "Smoke & Mirror" Show.
UPDATE: Researcher Gus Russo, a consultant to Oliver Stone on
the movie JFK, has informed me that the Fenton confession tape
does exist and is locked up in HSCA files in the National
Archives. He told me that he has listened to the tape and the
person giving the alleged confession is Thomas Beckham.

Notes
1. Rosemary James & Jack Wardlaw, Plot Or Politics? The Garrison
   Case & Its Cast, Pelican Publishing House, 1967
2. G.J. Rowell, "JFK Plotter's Taped Confession Suppressed By
   Blakey?", The Continuing Inquiry, Vol. VI No. 4, November 22,
   1981, p. 7-9
3. Letter to author from Mr. Gandolfo dated 7/17/90
4. Ibid
5. Ted Gandolfo, The House Select Committee On Assassinations
   COVERUP, 1987, p. 261
6. Tape of November 1986 WPLP radio show
7. Gandolfo, COVERUP, p. 257

1 THE SECOND MARINA
By G. J. Rowell

There is one area concerning the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy that has generally been overlooked and has never
been emphasized - that there was a female co-conspirator in the
plot to take the President's life.

In the weeks preceding the President's assassination, someone
was impersonating Lee Harvey Oswald and attempting to incriminate
him in the upcoming murder. So intent was the attempt to tighten
the noose around Lee Harvey Oswald's neck, that the impersonator
(or impersonators) actually had a female accomplice (or
accomplices), complete with children, posing as Marina, Oswald's
Russian born wife.

When American Expose - Who Killed JFK? hit the television
airwaves, the host, syndicated columnist Jack Anderson, touched
upon the situation during a live interview with Marina Oswald
Porter:

Jack Anderson: "Let me take you back to the weeks before the
assassination. I understand - someone was impersonating Oswald -
in fact, didn't you learn that the impersonator was sometimes
accompanied by a woman impersonating you?"

Marina Oswald Porter: "Uh, after the assassination I seen lots of
documental - when people, uh, certain witnesses do testify to the
fact that they saw Lee buying a car, they saw Lee doing this, saw
him drinking - which he did not drink at all. And then at one